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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario 
Ministry of Education Strategic Directions

Overall Goals 

• High levels of student achievement 

• Reduced gaps in student 
achievement

• Increased public confidence and 
support for public education

NOTE: These goals include students  
with special education needs 

Special Education Goals

• Improved student achievement and well- 
being

• Increased capacity of schools to effectively 
meet the needs of all students  

• Support the development and 
implementation of effective Individual 
Education Plans (IEPs)

• Enhanced collaboration among schools, 
families and community partners 

• Improved balance between teaching and 
learning, and required processes and 
documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus of CSS is on the well-being of students and the increased capacity of schools to effectively meet the needs of all learners with respect to student behaviours.
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario 
Safe Schools Action Team Reports

• The ministry established the Safe Schools Action Team (December 
2004)

Shaping Safer Schools: A Bullying Prevention Action Plan 
(November 2005)
Safe Schools Policy and Practice: An Agenda for Action (June 
2006)
Shaping a Culture of Respect in Our Schools: Promoting Safe 
and Healthy Relationships (December 2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These SSAT reports establish the context for Ministry of Education's Safe Schools Strategy. 
In December 2004, the ministry established the Safe Schools Action Team and invested in a comprehensive, province-wide bullying-prevention strategy. After widespread public consultation, the Safe Schools Action Team released Shaping Safer Schools: A Bullying Prevention Action Plan in November 2005 and Safe Schools Policy and Practice: An Agenda for Action in June 2006. These two reports identified priorities for action and made recommendations to the ministry and school boards in the areas of bullying prevention, progressive discipline, community and parental involvement, application of the Safe Schools Act, programs for suspended/expelled students, education and training, communication, and a Provincial Safe Schools Framework. 
In addition, in December 2008, the Safe Schools Action Team released a further report – Shaping a Culture of Respect in Our Schools: Promoting Safe and Healthy Relationships – calling for action to address serious issues such as gender-based violence, homophobia, sexual harassment, and inappropriate sexual behaviour between students in schools.  
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario 
Ministry of Education Safe Schools Strategy (Cont’d)

• Amendments to the safe schools provisions of the Education Act 
(February 1, 2008)

• Policy/Program Memorandum No. 144 (October 19, 2009): 
Bullying Prevention and Intervention (replaces PPM No.144, 
October 4, 2007) 

• Policy/Program Memorandum No. 145 (October 19, 2009): 
Progressive Discipline and Promoting Positive Student 
Behaviour (replaces PPM No. 145, October 4, 2007)  

• Bill 157 (February 1, 2010): Additional amendments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This resource is intended to focus on supporting the implementation of PPM 145. 
The ministry itself consulted extensively on the safe schools provisions of the Education Act in order to develop legislative amendments and related policies and regulations that would address the questions of school safety and of how to respond constructively to challenging behaviour by students.
Amendments, which came into force on February 1, 2008, mandated a “progressive discipline” approach for addressing inappropriate behaviour, to enable schools to provide appropriate discipline while also ensuring that students have adequate opportunities to continue their education.  The amendments also mandated the provision of professional supports, programming supports, and training for teachers and principals. Additional amendments, which came into force on February 1, 2010, ensure that all serious incidents that occur at school are reported to the principal, that parents of victims are made aware of such incidents, and that staff who work directly with students respond to incidents when they occur.
The term “progressive discipline”, as defined in the ministry’s Policy/Program Memorandum No. 145, “Progressive Discipline and Promoting Positive Student Behaviour”, refers to “a whole-school approach that utilizes a continuum of prevention programs, interventions, supports, and consequences to address inappropriate student behaviour and to build upon strategies that promote and foster positive behaviours.” Specifically, this means that “When inappropriate behaviour occurs, disciplinary measures should be applied within a framework that shifts the focus from one that is solely punitive to one that is both corrective and supportive. Schools should utilize a range of interventions, supports, and consequences that are developmentally appropriate and include learning opportunities for reinforcing positive behaviour while helping students to make good choices” (Ministry of Education, 2009)
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Purpose

• Assist system and school leaders to promote and support a caring 
and safe school culture

• Provide information about appropriate strategies and resources to 
help system and school leaders address behavioural challenges 
for students, in particular students with special education needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an interface document between implementing the Safe Schools strategy, in particular PPM 145, and providing effective programs and services to support the learning for students with special education needs. 

We believe that a safe learning environment is built upon a culture of caring.

The present document is intended as a practical resource for superintendents, principals, and vice-principals to help them address issues of student behaviour both through instruction and interventions tailored to individual student needs and through ongoing efforts to build and maintain a  caring and safe school culture.  
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview

Table of Contents

• Introduction
• Promoting Positive Behaviour 

Through a Caring and Safe 
School Culture

• Understanding Student 
Behaviour

• Investigating Strategies, Tools, 
and Resources

• Addressing Behavioural Issues 
Through a Progressive 
Discipline Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International 
A review of international jurisdictions indicates that many countries have developed a framework for building a safe and supportive school learning environment in which behaviour issues are addressed in a constructive manner.  Such a framework may include a vision statement, guiding principles, and key elements of good practice.  In some jurisdictions, multiple public services for children and youth play a role, including schools, mental health services, and the justice system. All of the international jurisdictions reviewed have provisions to address major issues such as bullying, harassment, violence, and child protection.   
National
The provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and Newfoundland and Labrador also have policies to support and promote caring and safe schools strategies.  The strategies call for the allocation of resources and the involvement of school staff and community members to develop and implement effective, comprehensive programs to promote school safety and a positive school climate.  
Ontario
In Ontario, many school boards have developed and implemented policies and procedures in accordance with the safe schools provisions of the Education Act and Ministry of Education requirements as set out in policy/program memoranda.  These policies and procedures are publicly available on school boards’ websites.   School boards also provide training related to safe schools policies for administrators, teachers, and other staff members.   
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The document sets out a framework that system and school leaders may use to strengthen schools’ ability to provide a caring and safe environment, in which responses to behaviour issues are shaped by informed consideration of students’ needs and circumstances.  While the ideas and strategies outlined here are appropriate for use with all students, the focus of this document is on ensuring constructive responses to the particular circumstances of students with special education needs, and to focus on a caring and safe school culture.
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Promoting Positive Behaviour

• Guiding Principles Set Out in Safe Schools Action Team Reports
• A Caring and Safe School Culture

Influence of School Culture on Student Learning and 
Behaviour
Assessing School Culture
Building a Safe and School Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus on ensuring a caring and safe school culture is based on the belief that all students deserve a learning environment in which they are safe – and feel safe – and in which they feel welcomed, respected, and inspired to meet high expectations for learning (Safe Schools Action Team, 2008, p. 8). This belief informs the guiding principles that are the basis for government and ministry initiatives on caring and safe schools . The principles are as follows:
Promoting Positive Behaviour
Safety is a precondition for learning.
Every student is entitled to learn to the best of his or her ability.
Every student is entitled to a safe and caring learning environment.
Every student is entitled to learn in an environment free from harassment and violence.
A quality education is about more than academic achievement – it is about the development of the whole person.
The commitment to safe schools is a shared responsibility of government, school
board trustees and administrators, principals, teachers, support staff, students,
parents, police, and other community partners.
(Safe Schools Action Team, 2006, p. 5)

Building a caring and safe school culture begins with knowing what a caring and safe school culture looks like. A caring and safe school is a place where all partners – students, staff, parents, and community members – treat others fairly, with respect and kindness, and act in a socially responsible way towards all members of the school community, including students with special education needs.
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Understanding Student Behaviour

• What Do You Need to Know?  

• Specific Conditions Affecting Behaviour
Communication Disorders
Executive Function Deficits
Mental Health Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through consultation with our stakeholders, these areas of focus were identified. 
- Identify the range of needs of its students and determine how they influence student behaviour. 
- Specific conditions affecting behaviour
- Additional Factors Affecting Behaviour:
support from parents, other family, and other adults, at home, at school, and in the community;
opportunities to be creative and to participate and interact in a variety of social situations;
reasonable boundaries and realistic but high expectations for behaviour and achievement;
opportunities to develop feelings of engagement in and commitment to learning;
opportunities to develop positive values and attitudes such as empathy, a sense of fairness, a sense of responsibility, and a positive sense of self;
opportunities to develop social skills that facilitate social adjustment and healthy relationships 
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Understanding Student Behaviour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students who are identified as having special education needs may manifest an array of behaviours in response to demands, stimuli, and relationships in the school environment. These behaviours can indicate a need in the communication, sensory, academic, physical, medical, social, or emotional areas, or in a combination of these areas (Barkley, 1990; Gerber, 1993; Lyon, 1994; Rourke, 1995; Nelson, Benner, & Rogers-Adkinson, 2003; Pinborough-Zimmerman, Satterfield, Miller, et al., 2007).
Communication disorders
Executive function deficits
Mental health problems
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Investigating Strategies, Tools & Resources

• Strategies to Promote Positive Behaviour
• Strategies to Address Inappropriate Behaviour
• Assessment and Planning Tools
• Print and Internet Resources
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Addressing Behavioural Issues Through a Progressive 

Discipline Approach

• Assessing Student Behaviour
• Considering Mitigating Circumstances and Other Factors
• Taking Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the policy makes clear, progressive discipline has a dual focus – promoting positive behaviour and addressing inappropriate behaviour. 
Components of a Progressive Discipline Approach
Promoting and supporting positive behaviour includes:
fostering safe and healthy relationships;
implementing character development programs;
implementing peer support programs;
creating a learning environment in which all students feel accepted and respected.
Progressive discipline includes:
providing early and ongoing intervention;
taking into account:
the particular student’s circumstances (e.g., mitigating circumstances and other factors);
the nature and severity of the behaviour;
the impact on the school climate;
existing, ongoing interventions, including IEP provisions where applicable;
identifying a continuum of interventions, supports, and consequences;
identifying the most appropriate response, as outlined in board/school progressive discipline policy;
for a student with special education needs, using interventions, consequences, and supports that are consistent with the expectations in the student’s IEP;
maintaining ongoing communication with the parent/guardian;
providing opportunities for the student to demonstrate leadership.
Assessing Student Behaviour: - sample information gathering tool
Putting the pieces together: list of initiatives that can be implemented at system and school level.
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview 
Sample Planning Template

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This template is modeled after the learning development framework. It builds natural connections to Board (School) Improvement Plan (BIP) and School Effectiveness Framework (SEF).  
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Caring and Safe Schools in Ontario - Overview

• What system and school priority do you see this resource supporting 
in 2010-11 and beyond? 

• How can you use this resource to support the achievement of a 
SMART goal identified in the needs assessment in the school board 
improvement planning process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
System and school leaders can identified areas to use this resource to support board and school improvement planning (e.g., Profession Activity (PA) Days, Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), building multidisciplinary teams, supporting Safe Schools initiatives.)
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